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case study

Software for automatic evaluation of the results from
the election process in Republic of Kosovo

Client: Central Election Commission of Kosovo
Industry: Public Sector
Description:
The team of iVote Technologies together with the local partner Ilir Kosova, was
selected by the Central Election Commission of Kosovo to implement the IT system for
the Count and Results Centre.

Chalenge:
When designing the software we were guided by the objective of the Kosovo Elections
- to allow transparent, secure and correct results for the local elections. The CEC
of Kosovo wanted to collect all the materials and items from all over Kosovo, from all
Municipalities and Polling Stations and insert all Results forms and all items into the
system, and to have better image about the process of collecting and insertion of the
items and the ﬁnal results.

Solution:
The K-Vote System (Kosovo Election System) is a system that is designed and
developed for Automatic evaluation of the results from the election process for the
national elections in Kosovo. It is designed to collect all the required data for validation
and veriﬁcation of the Results (Final Voters Lists, Conditional Ballot Envelopes,
Regular Result Forms, Batch Result Forms etc.) with tracking for all the documents
that are received into the Counting and Results Center. The system is multy-User with
several Different User Types and allows: Intake for each different document and
Item, Tracking of the documents and Items, Data Entry for the Results Forms,
Voters from Regular Voter Lists and Conditional Ballots Envelops, Archiving
the results, keeping History for each entry and user behavior and Generating
the Results.

Success:
The time needed to process and publish the results has greatly reduced
compared to the previous elections, giving the CEC a clear picture of the state
during the whole election process
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